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GOD LOVES THE IRISH

A St. Patrick’s Day prize was offered a few years
ago for the best answer to the question: “Why
does God love the Irish?” And a bright little girl in
grammar school—of course, she was Irish—won
first prize with the correct answer: “God loves the
Irish because the Irish love God!”
Love of God is the spirit and soul of Ireland!
We are told that the first things an Irish mother

does after the birth of her babe is to wrap it in
swaddling clothes, go to the village church and
offer it up before the altar of God for His honor
and glory; and that this same Irish mother will

dress her little girls in white, until they are twelve
years of age, in honor of the purity of the Mother
of God!
On entering an Irish home, we learn that a visitor

will say: “God save all here!’ and those around
the hearth will reply: “God save you kindly!”
God bless you! God watch over you! May God
be kind to you! are the daily wishes of the Irish,
and this love of God follows them into the land of
their adoption.
Yes, the little girl was right: God loves the Irish
because the Irish love God! and God is never outdone in generosity. ‘The happiest man you will
find anywhere, under any conditions, is an Irishman, for, “come weal, come woe,” an Irishman has

the faith and that love of God that “surpasseth
understanding.”

ASK ’EM
When any one dishes up scandal, or whispers a

tale in my ear, I listen perforce as a matter of
course—it’s stuff which one doubtless must hear;

but when my informant has finished the gossip he

came to disclose, I quietly say in a casual way,

“Who told you about it?
And where did he learn it?
And how do you know that he knows?”

It’s seldom the gossips can answer a question as
simple as that. They mutter a word about “something I heard,” or “Well, it’s just general chat.”
They hem and they haw and they stammer, they
“guess” and they “think and suppose,” but, oh, they
are wary indeed when you query,
“Who told you about it?
And where did she learn it?
And how do you know that she knows?”
A scandal that’s false and malicious can stir up

all manner of strife, and a rumor unfounded has
oftimes hounded a man or a woman for life. Don’t
hurry to spread any gossip regarding the high or

the low. “They say!” Who are “They?”
what right do they say?

By

“Who told them about it?
And where did they learn it?
And how do you know that they know?”
—Berton Braley
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FAIRIES IN IRELAND
Ages and ages ago Michael summoned his vast

hosts to battle against Lucifier, and there was a flash
of archangelic spears and Lucifier was cast into Hell.
When finally the smoke of battle cleared away,
banked over against one of Heaven’s blue clouds
was a whole host of angels that had been doing no
fighting whatever, and they were under the leadership of a certain king called King Connors. Incidentally, it is extremely difficult to believe that
they were Jrish angels since there was fighting going
on and they were not engaged in it. ‘The Archangel

Gabriel was the first to see this angelic army of
King Connors, and in all of his archangelic wrath
he said to the King, “Know you not that God has
laid down a law that only those who struggle shall
be crowned, and while we have come to the defense

of the Almighty, unfurling Heavenly banners amid
shouts of ‘Who is like God,’ you have refused to
join the fray and have rested idly upon your
angelic weapons. If Hell were not filled, | should
cast you into it.” Archangel Michael overheard
the conversation, and he said, “Gabriel, don’t be
too hard on them. After all, they have not denied
God. They merely have not fought.” And Archangel
Gabriel said, “Well what can I do? An archangel
can’t change his mind!”

Michael said, “Well, God

is going to make the earth soon, and we will let King

Connors make three wishes.” King Connors said,
“We want to go to a land where there is gaming
and fishing and much sporting and much laughter.”
Said the Archangel, “Granted.”

“Secondly,” said

King Connors, “we want to go to a land where the
people are poor.” “Granted,” said Michael. “And,
thirdly, we want to go to a place where there are
Jews.”

Michael said, “No, I am sorry; I can’t do

that, because you said you wanted to go to a land
where the people are poor.” So, contented with the
granting of the first two wishes, the gates of Heaven
were opened and King Connors and his host fell for
326 days, and they landed in Ireland, and they are the
fairies of Ireland.
Nowhere else, nor among any other people, do you

find the same appeal to those spirits of another world;
nowhere else do you find that same tapping of eternity
for humor that you find in the Irish.

No Irishman can tell you about Ireland’s lakes without telling you that at the bottom of some of them are

great castles, and kings live in them.

An Trishman

INTEGRAL EDUCATION AND
NECESSARY INBREEDING
One of the recent publications to be added to the
Fordham University Educational Bulletins is “Integral Education and Necessary Inbreeding,” by
Father Ignatius W. Cox, S$. J.
Faculty inbreeding is defined as the practice by
an educational institution of employing professors
whose academic training has been received in this
same institution or in any other single university.

It is typical of the confusion dominating American educational thought that this external phase of
teacher-training should be singled out for criticism,
and the larger and more pertinent problem of
whether any real education can be secured without
inbreeding should go untouched. A craving for
some ready-made standard for judging a teacher’s
fitness has led accrediting agencies to determine arbitrarily that inbreeding disqualifies a college teacher. It
is Father Cox’s contention that such inbreeding is a

necessary condition for securing an integral education.
By integral education, the author means the education of the whole man for the whole of life
through a knowledge of the whole of reality...
As an example of this Catholic ideal of an integral
education, Father Fox considers the Jesuit system
as formulated in the Ratio Studiorum. With its
limited number of subjects studied through a period

of years, and with its constant correlation of the
subjects to one another and to the ultimate principles that give them their final interpretation, we
find the characteristic trait of Jesuit education as of

all Catholic education. ‘To be qualified to hand on this
precious inheritance to others, the teacher must first
have been trained in accordance with this Catholic
ideal, and any attempt to disqualify a Catholic college on the charge of inbreeding ts to attack these philosophical and religious ideals.
In contrast with this unified and consistent aim
of the Catholic school, the author quotes a number
of recent utterances of educationalists who are
unanimous in denouncing the utter aimlessness that
marks the higher education in this country. . .
Despite all the lamenting of a clear-cut ideal in education and despite the manifest failure of a disintegral educational system, the standardizing agencies
have thought to improve our educational product by
such arbitrary and external norms as mere material

equipment and FACULTY INBREEDING. In exposing the fundamental fallacy of this position, Father

cannot even tell you about why it rains every day
in Ireland and why the sun shines every day without

Cox has gone further and presented the positive advantages of a ‘““paedagogia perennis”’ constructed upon
the eternal verities of a “philosophia perennis” and the

as a child sometimes laughs through its tears, so does

revealed word of God.

telling you that Ireland is God’s child, and that just
Ireland smile through its rain.
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—Fulton Sheen.

—The Fordham Monthly.

The Haunted Honeymoon
e By Bob Wharton
A par of happy honeymooners escape
the mischievous pranks of their friends

by hiding in a strange house. It’s a
case of jumping from the frying pan

“Seriously, kids,” smiled Sylvia, promptly sitting
on Howard’s lap and leaning back on his face, joy-

into the fire. The house is haunted!

fully oblivious of his squirming attempts to keep

his nose from being crushed, and of his very ostentatious breathing, as he pretended to be suffocating

Maxey JANE was very lovely as she gracefully descended the stairs—and she was

under her sleight weight, “we’ve got to have a

quite satisfied with the silent tribute that the two

and best man, speaking to the groom-to-be and the

young men paid to her with their admiring and ap-

bride-to-be, whatcha gonna do about the gang to-

preciative eyes.

morrow night?”
Weil.
.” began Howard.

The blind young man heaved a sigh as she kissed
the other man.

It was a very loud sigh—so loud

that it sounded palpably artificial.
“Now, Howard!” laughed Mary Jane, looking at
the sighing one with shining eyes, “although the

best man should pretend a little, he shouldn't burlesque it so!”

Hanging his head in shame, Howard shuffled his
feet in pretended embarrassment.
“It’s too darned bad that I’m already married!”
he mourned, looking at Mary Jane with real admiration. “I’d sure enough give old Glen a run for

heart-to-heart talk with you.

Now, as bride’s maid

Sylvia promptly

put her hand over his mouth, stuck her fingers over
his eyes, and pulled his nose, all in a single dexterous movement.

“Shut up, you!” she snorted. “This conversation
is for intelligent people.” But she straightened up
with a jerk as Howard retaliated by tickling her in

from the next room there dashed a very determined-

the ribs.
Mary Jane and Glen had been watching the jolly
pair with appreciative grins.
“Come! come! my happily married pair!” cried
Glen, “what is it that you’re trying to say?”
“Wen . . .” tried Howard again.
“Be still!” interrupted Sylvia. “To be brief, my

looking young lady.

Striding purposefully across

children, the gang has made many, many plans to

the floor, she seized Howard’s ear and twisted him
around to face her.
“Oo-oo!”” moaned Howard, this time not pretend-

bedevil you two—as is the jolly old custom—and
it’s up to us to fool ’em.”
“Well . . .” desperately sputtered Howard.

his money!”
“What would you do?” shrieked a voice, and

ing.

“Unhand me, woman, or else I'll turn yuh

over my knee.
mean man!”

And when I get riled I’m an awful

“Mary Jane,” frowned the other young man in
mock severity, “you’d better never do that to me,

or I'll get a divorce on the first day of our honeymoon !”

“Oh, no you won’t, Glen,” smiled Mary Jane.
2

“You've only one more day of single blessedness
left, Glen,’ leered Howard. “You better enjoy it
while you may. You can see how Sylvia treats

me!” he added, dropping a heavy hand on Sylvia’s
shoulder.

Sylvia winced under the blow, and then making
a horrible face, she promptly kicked him in the

shins. Although it was quite evident that she had
only pretended to kick him, Howard gave a loud
cry of agony and fell into the nearest chair.

“Quiet, fool!” frowned Sylvia, “As I was saying

before I was so rudely interrupted, I. . .”
“Hey!” yelled Howard, suddenly standing up,
and consequently dumping Sylvia to the floor, “I'll
tell you! You can get married to-night instead of

to-morrow night, and then you can skip over to our
house in Bangor. It’s only a five-hour drive, and
no one will ever dream of your being there, and you

won’t be bothered at all! We just came from there
this morning, and it’s all rticely arranged,” he
added, dragging Sylvia up from the floor as one
would a sack of meal.
“It’s kinda spooky,” interrupted Sylvia, “because
,

there’s about a dozen rooms too many in the house,

but you'll like it.”
“The house is an old one,” declared Glen seriously, “but you'll like it.”
Page five

NEARLY seven hours later, Mary Jane and Glen
drove up to the big house owned by Howard and
Sylvia. Glen carefully opened the door, and then
picking up his radiant bride in his arms, he carried
her through the doorway.
|
“It does look a little spooky,” whispered Mary
Jane, as later they stood arm in arm, staring about

them at the room. “But I love it!” she added.
They wandered into a large sitting room, and
Glen built a fire in the fireplace. As he was busy
arranging the kindling over the tiny blaze that he
had started, Mary Jane walked into another room.
Glen’s heart almost stopped beating as he heard
her scream. He dashed madly through the house
at last to find her standing in the middle of one of
the rooms.

“A gorilla!” she gasped, and promptly fainted in
Glen’s arms.
Undecided what to do, Glen peered fearfully into
the lighted room. It was empty!
Quickly he carried Mary Jane’s limp form in by
the fire, and laid her gently on a long sofa, with pillows under her so that her head was lower than her
body. Anxiously waiting, Glen breathed a sigh of
relief as her long lashes quivered and she opened
.
great wondering eyes.
For a moment they rested on Jim’s face in wonder; then they softened as she smiled up at him,

As he started to reach forward to gather her into
his arms, he saw her eyes shift from his face and
look over his shoulder. Her smiling face froze to
one of horror, and she shrank soundlessly back on

He ran quickly to her and held her tightly in his
arms.
“What is the matter, Mary Jane?”
“Glen, I laid my coat on the chair, and the next
minute it was gone! Someone was in this room!”

the sofa.
“Glen, look out! There’s . . .”
Swiftly turning, Glen had almost faced his unseen
antagonist when something struck him. Seizing it

“Now now! Mary Jane; take it easy, and don’t

immediately changed from an immaculate young
bridegroom to a raging beast fighting for its mate.
Swiftly and easily, he pinned his antagonist to
the ground with one hand, which held more fierce
strength than he deemed it possible that he possesed. Looking down at his struggling foe, Jim

be frightened. There’s no one here but ourselves.”
In answer to his statement, they heard a peculiar
grating laugh that made the hair stand up on Glen’s
scalp. The door behind them suddenly slammed
shut, startling both of them. Glen quickly ran to
the door and opened it—but there was no one

there.
“It

couldn’t

have

shut

itself,”

he

marveled.

“There’s no draft at all.”
“Oh, Glen, I’m frightened! Let’s get out of here!”
“All right, Mary Jane,” agreed the young bridegroom. “This is a spooky house. There is a feeling as though there is something wrong here in
the house.”
The pair had almost reached the big sitting room
in which Glan had built the fire, when the lights in
the room went out! Mary Jane gasped and wrapped her arms around Glen so quickly that she almost knocked him backwards off his balance.

“It’s all right, Mary Jane,” soothed Glen, patting
her quivering shoulder, although he, himself, was

shivering in his shoes. A wave of tenderness and
protective strength came over him as he held her in
his arms. “It’s only the lights in this room that
have gone out. See, there in the next room they
are on—and our fire is burning merrily!” he happily added.
The two began to walk through the dark room
toward the lighted one, but they stopped in shocked
horror, as there in the frame of light cast upon the

floor of the darkened room they saw the shadow of
an immense pair of shoulders and two long hairy
arms.

Mary Jane screamed in earnest this time.
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furiously, he bared his teeth in a low growl, and

stared in amazement—then he burst out in relieved
laughter.

“A monkey!” he yelled in a great burst of merriment, all the more intense because just the moment
before he had been a raging maniac. He sat back
on his haunches and laughed in a reaction that left
him weak with laughter. “So you're the thing that
has been stealing clothes, and shutting doors, and

casting shadows, and turning lights out!” he gasped
at last.
“Come along, Mary Jane,” he smiled tenderly,
“let's go see if we can find something to eat.” He
said it purposely, because he could see that she was
genuinely upset over it all.
Arm in arm they walked through the house, seeking the kitchen. Both of them were silent, content
to know that the other was nearby.

little weak from the reaction.

Both were a

They came at last to a small room at the north

end of the house. Glen stuck his head through the
door and pressed the light switch, and they walked
through the door.
“What a peculiar room—” Mary Jane began, and
the next moment the floor dropped from beneath
them and they were catapaulted downwards.
Screaming and yelling with shock, they both found
themselves sitting on a soft pile of straw.
After looking at each other for a stunned moment, Glen saw Mary Jane look down at her silken

dress. He saw her big eyes begin to fill with tears
as she tenderly touched the torn dress that she
had so lovingly donned for her wedding.
“Mary Jane!” cried Glen, in an effort to make

her forget the dress.

Glen accepted the missive, handing a coin to the
boy. Then once more they walked back to the sofa
in front of the fire.

She looked up and smiled

GLEN slit the envelope and read the telegram.

bravely, intuitively understanding the reason for

As he read his mouth dropped open, and with a

his purposeful, forced gaiety. “I'll bet Sylvia invented this system! Come on, let’s get out of this
place!”

shout of glee he bent forward in a paroxysm of
mirth.
“Oh, the considerate things!” he at last managed
to gasp out, his face contorted in his almost painful laughter. “They sent it just in time!”
Incredulously watching her new _ husband’s

After a few minutes they found the door, and
after a match helped them find the cellar steps,

they mounted to the first floor. They were just sitting down before the fire again when a loud bell

streaming eyes as he lay weakly back on the sofa,

peeled out.

almost crying in his helpless burst of mirth, she

“What the heck!” yelled Glen, jumping to his
feet, and then he looked sheepishly at Mary Jane.

curiously grabbed the telegram and read:

Mary Jane laughed.
she cried.

“It’s the door bell, silly!”

Hand in hand they walked to the door and
opened it, disclosing a messenger boy.

MONKEY JOCKO IN ROOM UPSTAIRS
STOP: WATCH “OUT: STOP “HE “PLAYS
TRICKS STOP STAY OUT OF NORTH ROOM
STOP HAS TRAP DOOR IN FLOOR.
SYLVIA AND HOWARD.

Melita Was Curious
e By Beatrice H. Schneble
He called her “Honey!” She was a
sweet thing, but a veritable Pandora
of curiosity. He loved everything about
her except her tantalizing habit of
opening his mail. What male would
stand for that?
M eura is a Greek name, feminine, meaning honeyed, but Bill Perkins wasn’t aware
of it when he discarded his wife’s name for its more
saccharine definition. He called her “Honey,” and
he did so simply because he thought she was sweet.
Melita, a bride of a year, possessed the very bad

habit of opening her husband’s mail.

Now most

husbands wouldn’t condone such a habit, nor would
Phil, if it wasn’t for the fact that he was hopelessly
head-over-heels in love with his capable, diminutive
wife.
Most every evening, at the completion of their
dinner meal, Phil would don his smoking jacket
and settle down in his large arm chair, with his

newspaper and his pipe. Then dainty Melita would
hold the flaming match, while her adoring husband
would draw on his pipe. After that she always
handed him his mail, and Phil always puckered his
forehead, but not enough that his wife could notice
Page seven

it. Then one night, after a hard day at the office,
the pucker became plainly discernible.

worked his way up from the bottom.
entered

the

sacred

precincts

he

When Phil

was cordially

“Darling!” the solicitous Melita exclaimed, “what

greeted by Tom, for they had been friends since

on earth is the matter?”
Phil laid his newspaper down and removed his
pipe from the corner of his mouth. Then he went

college days. Confident, Phil reached in his overcoat pocket, drew forth the creased envelope contain-

through the process of swallowing.

mischievous blue eyes grew round with interest as
he surveyed the typewritten sheets, and promised

“Listen, Honey!” His voice wasatrifle irritated.
“You're going to be sorry one of these days. . .
(by this time Melita had snuggled comfortably in
his lap) for opening my mail,” he finished under
his breath.

His pretty young wife, having no answer ready,
merely pursed her lips for a kiss.
Melita’s friends considered her a highbrow, and
she made every possible endeavor to retain this

ing the manuscript and handed it to Tom.

‘Tom’s

Phil he would give it his personal attention. A few
days later he called Phil over the phone.

“Phil, as much as I like you and love Melita—
who was an old flame of mine—I must tell you the
truth: Melita’s story isnt’ bad—it’s rotten!”
“But, Tom, she thinks it’s awful good and will

be broken-hearted if you reject the story.

Can’t

we put our heads together and spare Melita’s feelings?”

superlative. She went in for anything of a cultural
nature. She was the president of the Beta Omicron, a study group to which only the intellectually

you want me to do?”

élite aspired. She served on the board of the Philharmonic Orchestra. She was a member of the cast

dollars.

of the newly established Little Theatre.

ceipt of her story, accept it, and send her a check

She be-

longed to the Art Institute, the Women’s Club, the
Music Club, the Women’s Political Organization,
Cn. Clc,, Cte.

All in all, Melita’s cultural attainments were

many anr varied, and Phil was justly proud of her.
“If only Honey wouldn’t open my mail,” he
thought.
Melita’s latest cultural hobby was the study of

the short story, and several times a day Julia, her
maid, was subjected to the intricacies of her plots.
Evenings, Melita plagued Phil until he would lay
his newspaper aside and become a dutiful listener.

Said Phil one night, “Listen, Honey! That last
story’s great! You ought to send it in. What'd
you say you called it?”
Melita eagerly informed him: “Neglected Love
Surrenders.”
The next day she typed and retyped her story
until her fingers ached. At last a perfect manuscript was the result of her labor. Selecting a nine
by twelve envelope, she addressed it to the publishers of a popular magazine. That evening she
gave it to her husband to mail, instructing him not
to crease the envelope, and to be sure to enclose re-

turn postage, just in case ...
The next morning, Phil, who was in the advertising business, was called to this very publishing

house in regards to some advertising copy. When
he had finished with the advertising manager, he
crossed the hall and entered a room, which had inscribed on its door in silver letters, “Tom Mason,

Jr., and below it, “Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief.”
Tom Mason’s father owned and actively controlled the Mason Publishing Company. Tom had
Page eight

“V’ll do anything within bounds, Phil.

What do

“T’ll send you my personal check for a hundred
You, in turn, are to acknowledge the re-

for a hundred dollars.”
“O. K., pal! But I’ll never print it!”
“Never mind that.

We won't cross bridges. ’till

we get to them.”
TWO WEEKS later, Melita proudly displayed
a check for her husband’s admiration.

It was from

the publishers of the popular magazine. “Neglected
Love Surrenders” had been accepted!
THREE MONTHLY issues of the magazine had
gone to press, and as yet, “Neglected Love Surrenders” had not yet made its appearance. ‘Troubled, Melita mentioned the fact to her husband.

“Listen, Honey! You'll have to be patient,” responded Phil. “It may take a while until they come
around to your story.”

MELITA waited hopefully. Then one morning,
as was her usual custom, she was busily engaged
opening her husband’s mail. One letter, with a foreign postmark, particularly attracted her attention.
With a thrill of expectancy, she ran her paper knife
under the envelope flap and hastily withdrew the
contents. The letter was from Tom Mason! He
had gone abroad. Melita smiled as she recalled the
pranks he had played on them the day she and Phil
were married. Eagerly she scanned the pages containing flowery descriptions of the cities Tom had
visited. Then coming to the last paragraph she
read with dismay:
“Sorry, Old Man, I didn’t get to see you before
I left. Is the little wife still waiting to see her
story in print? Hope she doesn’t come across your
cancelled check to us!”
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e By William Braun
The writer successfully describes in understandable English the Adler Pianetartum of Chicago—an intricate scten-

demonstration apparatus. Numerous lenses and
lamps for projecting the stars and planets, shutters

tific mechanism (the Zeiss Planetarium
projector) that provides the spectacle

regulating the projection, and gears, wheels, and

levers for moving the instrument and its various
component parts—all enter into the make-up of a
planetarium.

of the heavenly bodies as seen from
the earth.
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A hemispherical dome, the interior of which is of

HE, heavens declare the glory of God... .”
The psalmist may have spoken a truth
greater than he knew, a truth that required for verification but ages of time for the development of a

necessity as smooth as possible, and may be painted
in a hue to match the blue of the sky, houses the
instrument. The latter is situated centrally beneath the dome, and about it are grouped seats for

proper technique, despite human opposition and

the audience. The lecturer and demonstrator stands
to one side in front of an enclosed control board

other drawbacks, for the investigation of the marvels of Nature. That technique is that of the sciences, and the Queen of them all is Astronomy. True,
repellent terms to the uninitiate and meaningless to

from which he regulates the movements of his “automaton.” As he lectures, he controls the movements of the mechanism, and with his projected

the inexperienced! The astronomer in his observatory, workers in other fields of inorganic science,

arrow-pointer indicates objects of interest.

and the biologist in his investigations of life processes, consistently present evidence corrobatory of
our thesis: The Universe is law and order. But
still the masses burn out their sparks of life, little

and the comparative brightnesses of the constituting stars are faithfully represented
; the faintly luminous girdle of stars, the Milky Way, and the Magellanic Clouds of the southern skies which re-

heeding the truths that outlive them, truths

for

semble detached portions of the Milky Way, are

which some have suffered at the hands of their unwise fellowmen.
But, and it is gratifying to state, the barriers of

projected as a faint, diffuse light; the Sun, which
is of course of dominating brightness, very realistically dispels the stars as it rises above the horizon
of Lake Michigan depicted on the eastern edge of

widespread ignorance are gradually receding with

the growth and enlivening of interest in astronomy.
Men are becoming more and more conscious of

The configurations

of the various constellations

the dome; the miniature Moon passes through
phases, from crescent to full, and from full to cres-

their position and of that of their whirling and hurtling home, the Earth, in the cosmic scheme. Science clubs are being formed, philanthropy builds
laboratories for scientific research, educational in-

cent reversed, in its very greatly accelerated revolution about the earth; the planets and their mo-

stitutions arise, and last but not least, sheer love for
the most generally appealing of all the sciences,

cumulative, it has been computed that the projected

Astronomy, rears costly observatories and plane-

lar degree from its proper position after five thousand planetarium years!
The planetarium is adaptable to a variety of
uses. For example, on several occasions officers of
the U. S. Navy stationed in the vicinity of Chicago,

taria.

The latter will now concern us, considering

the Adler Planetarium of Chicago as a type example.
Briefly, a planetarium is a working model of the
universe, special attention being given to the planetary motions. A modern planetarium is a very complicated mechanism, and its very complexity attests
to the years of effort spent by mathematician, mechanician, and optician working conjointly. In its
very intricacy it outranks any other single piece of

tions are very exactly portrayed, the latter with
considerable accuracy—in fact, since the errors are
image of the planet Mercury will be but one angu-

Naval Reserve Officers, the Naval R. O. T. C. Unit

of Northwestern University, and Army Officers of
the Air Service have attended special demonstrations for instruction in the astronomical phases of
navigation.
Certainly visitors to the Adler Planetarium—and
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especially was this true at the time of the Century
of Progress Exposition—experience a change, both
mentally and physically, as they leave the clamorous Chicago streets and enter the Planetarium. Inside, after the doors of the auditorium have been
closed, an instinctive hush falls upon the audience
gathered beneath the artificial blue-arched sky as
the lights dim gradually, mimicking twilight and the
.
approach of night. The clear, precise words of the
speaker break the silence as he speaks about. . .
the stars!
For one full hour he carries his audience through
stellar-planetary vistas, all the while with a clarifying explanatory demonstration. There, low in the
western twilight sky hangs Venus, both the Hesperus and Phosphorus of the ancient Greeks; nearby is Luna, commonly known as the moon, beloved
of poets and lovers; not far from them both shines
Mercury, the sun-scorched world of the Sun’s system. As the mechanism rotates, other planets come
into view—mind you, all with pre-calculated exactness as regards position in the sky, relative to the
stars. Jupiter, probably the planet of one-time
greater human significance than any other, exception of course being made for the Earth, comes
next into view. To our mind’s eye we summon
visions of that memorable year of 1610, when Galileo disclosed to the astonished gaze of men, laymen
and clergy alike, a solar system in miniature as presented by the system of four large moons circling
about Jupiter. Low in the southeast, on the manmade dome for a sky, shines Saturn the Queen of
the planetary worlds. Not only is the actual planet
of extreme fascination and interest—being surrounded by an inimitable system of concentric rings
of extreme comparative thinness—but the writer
discovered, with the aid of a small pocket telescope,
that the projected image of the planet simulates
actuality in depicting the ring system.
Mars has not been forgotten. The Planet of War
in the mythology of the ancients (its blood-red
color to the naked eye being very suggestive), and
an unsolved riddle in modern Astronomy, rides
high among the stars. Because of certain discov-
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eries concerning it, made in the nineteenth century,
it becomes a veritable bone of contention in the
ever-present seeming conflict between science and
religion. The three remaining known planets have
been omitted from the demonstration, since they

are either inconspicuous or invisible to the unaided
eye.
Harking back through the past ages of time, and
with a sense of the picturesque, we see in imagination the lonely watcher of the flock. Beneath the
bending dome of the star-spangled sky, how he

must have mused and pondered upon the probable
nature of those shining points above him. Through
the clear, quiet air above the desert reaches, or

above the grassy, gently sloping hills of the Near
East, the stars shine with an uncommon lustre and
a steadiness of radiance. Through the stillness of
the desert night they seemed to live an existence
all their own. Sweeping out mighty arcs in their
passage across the heavens, the stars instilled in
the heart of the humble shepherd a feeling of awe
and reverence before this manifestation of a power
unknowable to him. His superstition and pardonabel ignorance peopled the starry regions with
characters of significance, mythical and otherwise.
Certain chance configurations of the brighter stars
outlined the characters of his imagination, and thus
it is that we have the constellations, both a beauti-

ful and convenient heritage of the past.
We leave the Planetarium and take with us an

indelible mental impression, a remembrance that
time cannot efface. That man has successfully imitated (crudely to say the least) the planetary motions is certainly to his credit, and is evidence of a
tremendous past and continuing development.
Perhaps it has not been in vain that men have
labored, been sneered and scoffed at for the sake

of their beloved Astronomy. Both boldly advancing
their hypotheses, even in the face of derision, we
are the richer in possessing as their legacy a science of exactitude, a science that transports us mentally through abyssmal space where the ubiquitous
myriads of scintillating sparks confront us everywhere.

Harakiri
e By John G. Hasegawa
An associate editor—a native Japanese—gives us a true story of “Harikiri,’ a form of suicide practiced in
Japan even to-day in army, navy, and
diplomatic circles. The Occident does
not understand the Orient!

O a great many Americans Japan is a coun-

try where cherry blossoms bloom on the side
of Mt. Fuji, and where people eat rice with chopsticks and commit “harakiri” when they are tired
of living! Some others think that Japan is a country where everybody wears colorful kimonos, sit on
straw mats, and bow all day! If they are happy
in their belief of what Japan is, far be it from me
to disillusion them. Besides, most of the concepts
of Japan mentioned above have some foundation:
cherry blossoms are abundant in Japan; Mt. Fuji
is really worthy of its fame; people eat rice with
chop-sticks and sit on straw mats, but, they do not

commit “‘harakiri” when they are tired of living!
A word of explanation seems in order, for the
benefit of those who do not know what “harakiri”
means. It is a way of suicide by the tedious and

painful process of slitting open one’s abdomen with
a dagger!

Sounds quite savage and uncivilized,

doesn’t it?
Now, a few more words of explanation seem quite

in order for the benefit of those who know what
the word “harakiri” means, but who do not know

the full significance of this custom, Perhaps I
should further add that this custom is not a very
prevalent one any longer, so if you are inclined to
go to Japan—but can’t stand the sight of blood—
don’t let the thought of “harakiri” keep you away
from Japan, because you can rest assured that you
will never see a “harakiri.”

But to get on with the story!
Harakiri is an old, old custom in
which has practically died out outside
tary circles. There are usually two
committing “harakiri”’: one, for the

Japan, and
of the milireasons for
love of the

country and the Emperor; two, for the honor of

the family.
In the feudal days of Japan “harakiri” was considered a privilege, and only the higher classes of
society were privileged to die in this manner. Ifa
“samurai” (a knight) failed to live up to his prom-

ises, or in some way spoiled his honor or that of
his family, the only way left for him was to commit “harakiri,” and this act would redeem his honor

and that of his family, because no matter what he
did before, he showed courage! If you don’t think
that takes a lot of courage, all I can say is just try
it sometime!
You might say that’s not courage, it’s cowardice!

The man who commits “harakiri,” like any others
who kill themselves, are afraid to face the conse-

quences of their acts! If you argue that way, it’s
because you dont’ know Japanese philosophy of
life.
To a real old-fashioned Japanese, honor comes
first, last, and in between, and if he stains the fam-

ily escutcheon with a dishonorable act he must pay
the supreme price! Also he must be prepared to die
for the Emperor should the occasion arise.
One of the most famous characters in Japanese
history is a general who committed “harakiri” on
the walls of his fort in order to save the Emperor
from the hands of the over-ambitious feudal lord
who wanted to become an emperor.

The Imperial forces were driven into their last
stronghold by the revolutionary forces, and even
this last fort of the Imperial forces was in a grave
danger. The general advised the Emperor to escape
from the rear of the castle with a handful of selected men, and asked him for his armor. Then

the general, dressed in the Emperor’s armor,
climbed on the wall of the fort and shouted at the
top of his voice that he, the Emperor, would show
the cowardly bandits how a good “samurai” should
die. As the revolutionary forces charged toward
the fort, he quietly sat down on the top of the wall
and committed “harakiri,’ and threw his intentines
at the oncharging enemy. He saved the Emperor,
who escaped and later gathered an army large
enough to conquer this revolting lord.
I am not saying whether “harakiri” is right, but I
am merely trying to show that at least deep sentiment, which to a Japanese is a noble one, lies behind this apparently savage and uncivilized custom. This custom still remains to-day with the
military and naval men, who are firm believers of
this old ideal.
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How Do You Dance ?
® By Margaret Shaw
The co-ed writer tells of college styles
of dancing, as distinctive as the colleges themselves. She says: “It’s this
mixing up. of schools that does the

equal exactly the number of boys you dance with.
This complication of steps is somewhat simplified

mischief to our feet!”

by the fact.that, in spite of individual variations,

sometime in the course of three hours’ dancing you
will find two or three partners who dance the same

Hove
you ever sat on the sidelines at a
dance?
I hope not; I sincerely hope not!
Of course, it is fun to watch the grotesque, amusing, seldom graceful jerks of the couples going

round and round before you. It is entertaining to
watch them, pointing out the perfectly inane expression on this face or that one, the vacuus eyed

boys, the painfully distorted bodies and shut eyes
of the girls.
.
.
Yes, it is fun to watch, but it is more fun to

dance, that is, every time except one!
If you have the bad luck to have a friend’s
brother to dance with, or your mother’s sister’s
cousin, it is much better to suggest a stroll to the
swings—if he is good looking. If he doesn’t look

worth the walk, you can always find him too intelligent to be amused by all this mad confusion, and
so draw him into'a quiet corner to get his life’s
history.
You won't have to get it, really. If you just look
sympathetic, you just can’t keep him from giving
it to you. It’s been tried! The only way to keep
a man from telling you his life’s history—with gestures—is to wear horn-rimmed spectacles, cotton
stockings, and to profess a vital interest in some

style.
Now, style varies according to the section of the

country, or your geographical location.

They also

vary according to the weather, social position, men-

tal attitude, descent, and your political affiliation.
However, we haven’t the time to speak of those
finer distinctions, so we shall limit ourselves to geographical differences.
It is a well known fact that almost every college
has a dance style peculiar to it, so that after a few

steps a girl can say coyly, “Oh, you’re an Oberlin
man,” or “a Cincinnati man,” or “a Dayton man.”
It is this mixing up of schools—and sections of the
country—that does the mischief to our feet!

If you’re lucky enough to draw a man who uses
your favorite style, your only difficulty is deciding
whether you should compliment him on his mind
or his muscles.

But if he comes from “away up

thar!” consider your work cut for you. If he comes
from Cincinnati—where the chiropractic style is in
vogue—the only thing to do is to let your backbone relax and hope for the best. If he comes from

the East, he may stand the whole dance on the
same square foot of floor, mildly exerting an erg
or two. Then it’s your chance to put back your

are talking about dancing; nor are we talking about
just dancing, but dancing with what you dance with

hairpins you lost doing the Camel hop with the boy
from Indianapolis. Or, you may get a Daytonian
of the galloping giraffe variety!
Style really means very little. If a boy can
dance—whatever style he uses—a girl can shut her

—a man, usually.
His name varies withthe occasion, but if he is a
college boy he belongs most of the time to the
group who can keep time to the music. If he can’t,
he is probably a Phi Bete absent-mindedly strayed
away from his natural habitat.
How any of the college boys keep time to the
music is their business—and your problem—which
means that the number of problems you try to solve

send you to me before?” Still, whether he can
dance or not it is up to us to follow with some expression of delight on our faces.
How do we keep our feet from getting where his
feet are going to be?
Oh, we just try to keep out of the way—or get
stepped on!
If you have ever had two hundred pounds of steer

Five-Year Plan. Even then, he will probably work
up to it somehow.

e

But we are not talking about life histories; we
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eyes, sigh, and murmur, “why didn’t Santa Claus

descend manfully on one toe, you know why we follow—even those agonizing men who try to rhumba to
a waltz.

You know, whenever we get stepped on it’s

invariably our fault!
However trying our tribulations, dancing is for
the most part not a matter of avoiding danger but
of ecstatic enjoyment of rhythm and motion. When
the gods grant us a partner with the gift of motion

and a love for dancing, whether he swoops and
swirls, or hops or dips or gallops, we shut one eye,
assume any necessary position, let our face go vac-

uous, inane—however it happens to fall when the
music

starts—and

dance

without

giving

a _ hang

whether the poor miserable people who aren’t dancing like how we look. What they say is just sour
grapes, anyhow!

Forbidden Swamp
® By Bob Wharton
Here’s a story that breathes an air of
the weird—the occult! Three government men disappear, leaving no traces.
Jim. Powell accepts an assignment to
discover the secret of their disappearance The task is fraught with danger!
66

J IM, please don’t go down to that horrible
place!
I know there’s something wrong
about it!”
“Now, Martha,” wearily began Jim Powell, “let’s
not go over it all again. I’ve got to go if I want to
keep my job. And if I make a success of it,” he
added happily, putting his hands affectionately on
her shoulders, and looking down into the brown
eyes that were searching his so anxiously, “we can

get married when | return.”
“Jim,” she whispered, shaking her shapely head,
“T can marry a man without a job, but I can’t
marry a dead man!”
Slightly exasperated, Jim shook her a little, and
then immediately ashamed of his action, pulled her

forward into his arms.
“Now, listen, Martha!

I’ll be as safe as if I were

here at home.”
“Jim!” she cried, freeing herself from his arms,
“three men have gone before you to this Forbidden Swamp—or whatever you call it—and none of
them have ever come back! If you go J’ll never see
you again! I won't let you go! I won't!”
“Martha, you’re getting all upset over nothing,”
Jim answered quietly, gently loosening her hands
from his coat. “I must leave now. I'll wire you
the minute that I arrive in Georgia. Don’t worry
about me!”

Lowering her face to keep him from seeing the
sudden tears in her eyes, she nodded resignedly.
“Be careful, Jim,” she whispered.

He stooped to kiss her lips, and then hastily
walked out the door, carefully refraining from looking back at the pathetic little figure in the doorway.
A moment later the car moved slowly away from
the curb, and he was started on his long journey.
JIM POWELL, a young civil engineer, had been
ordered by his chief in the Department of Interior
to make a preliminary report on the condition of
the section of land in central Georgia known as

“Forbidden Swamp.” The report was to be made
in order to find out if it was possible to drain the
swamp. He was also to investigate the strange disappearance of his three predecessors, from whom no
word had been received.

One after the other, the

three men had gone to Georgia, but all had failed
to report.

Knowing these facts, it was no wonder that Jim’s
fiancée was upset. Had she known what Jim had read
about Forbidden Ewamp in government records,
she would have been even more worried.

Jim’s immediate superior had called him into his
office and said rather emphatically that he wanted a
report on Forbidden Swamp—even if he had to call
out the Marines. However, he also said that he
wanted immediate investigation of the disappearance of the three men who had gone to Forbidden

Swamp ahead of Jim. These men were well known
to Jim, and if the truth were known, Jim was a

little worried about them. Something must have
happened that made it impossible for them to rePage thirteen

port back home, because it was absolutely against
the nature and the training of the three to quit a
job without even giving notice.
Before he left his chief’s office, Jim was given

maps and charts and orders for the trip. He was
also given a chance to read about Forbidden Swamp
in the government records. Several of them had
made Jim curious, and one of them had caused him
to pack his 30-30 rifle!
One of the reports he distinctly remembered. It
had read, in part:
. and the people living nearby absolutely
refuse to penetrate into the woods about the swamp.
‘They all claim that ‘something evil’ lives there, and
they all claim that ‘nothing is able to live in the
swamp. The latter is true. There are no animals
or birds of any sort in the woods, if one penetrates
“ec

but a short distance into the swamp. There are not

even any insects of any nature in the woods, and
the brush and trees, though growing very thick,

seem to be withered and gnarled, and seem to produce a peculiarly ‘writhing’ effect which is discernible from the corner of the eyes as one walks

through the woods. This optical illusion may be
due to the peculiar phosphorescent haze that hangs
over the swamp.”

The report was signed “Walter P. Schroll, March
17, 1888.
A little curious, Jim had done his best to find out

something about Walter P. Schroll, thinking perhaps
that the man was still alive, and that he could be

questioned about Forbidden Swamp.
After much research, he found that Walter P.
Schroll had been a Colonel in the Army, and in the

army records he found that Colonel Schroll had
failed to return to duty after a leave of absence for
a vacation in Georgia in 1905. It was stated also
that the “investigation conducted had failed to find
any trace of him.”
“Another disappearance!” Jim had blurted out

when he read the report.

“Can they all be con-

nected in some manner ?”

DURING the entire trip to Georgia, Jim constantly thought of Forbidden Swamp and the peculiar things that he knew about it. He couldn’t rid
his mind of Martha’s insistence that there was
“something wrong down there.” He had never
known Martha to be wrong, and her almost un-

canny insight into things seemed almost miraculous to him sometimes.

“It may be only feminine intuition!” thought
Jim grimly, “but I’ve never known her to be wrong!
I wonder!” he went on, speaking aloud to himself
in the car as he drove, “can it be that there is ‘some-

the old army man? Could it be that they are alive
and held prisoners somewhere in the swamp?
“Colonel Schroll would be a very old man now,
though. Let’s see! He’d be around ninety, wouldn't
he? But here!” Jim snorted, angry at himself, “I’m
talking like a child! I’m letting this get on my
mind! After all, this is the United States in 1935!
I'll probably go down there, make out my report

in a few days, and then laugh at all my fanciful
ideas. I hape I will!” he added softly under his
breath.
HE REACHED Georgia at last, and thena little later he came to the tiny village of Roweton,

just two miles from Forbidden Swamp.
He hunted upa place to live for a few weeks, and
eventually found a suitable place at the village
store, which was run by a grizzled old chap who

smoked an abominable pipe. When Jim tentatively
broached the subject of Forbidden Swamp, the
grizzled old chap removed the pipe from his mouth
and waved it in an alarming fashion, sending out a

cloud of smoke so strong that Jim was forced to

step back hastily.
“Forbidden Swamp, eh? Yep! I knew it! Every
stranger that shows up asks for it. You'll be the
fourth one in two months now. You’d better leave
well enough alone and forget that place, Mister. It
ain’t healthy for either humans or animals!”
Trying to hide his excitement, Jim lit a cigarette.
“Do you know anything about the other three?”
he asked with studied nonchalance.
“Do I know of ’em? Yep! One of ’em’s in the
back room layin’ on his back—just like I told him
he’d be if he went into Forbidden Swamp!”
Jim swallowed painfully, and then he managed
to sputter:

“Do you mean that he’s dead?”
“Dead? Nope! But it wont’ be long! He’s going just like the other two did!”
“Take me to him!” commanded Jim sharply.
“Why didn’t you notify the authorities about these
men?”
“The authorities? Huh!” snorted the grizzled
one. “I be the only authority myself in about a
hundred miles!” And with a proud gesture he
pulled his old vest aside, revealing a sheriff’s badge.
A moment later Jim stood looking at a withered
form on a bed in a tiny dark room,
“Good heaven!” the shocked Jim whispered, unable to believe his eyes. “It’s Bill Irvin!”
Jim turned away from the bed, dazed and sick.
Bill Irvin! as fine a specimen of manhood that ever

Could that be the

lived. How could he possibly have changed so?
The wasted man on the bed was lying very still,

reason for the disappearance of the three men. and

staring at the ceiling with dull, vacant eyes—his

thing evil’ in Forbidden Swamp?
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mind gone! ‘The face was shrunken and tinged with
a horrible bluish color. ‘The hair was snow-white!
“Bill, old man,” whispered Jim, turning back to

son why!

the bed, “what could have done this to you?”

came increasingly more difficult to go on, and soon
he had to force his way through the brush. He be-

“What did it? I’ll tell you!” snorted the grizzled
store-owner. “He went into Forbidden Swamp
after we told him not to! He just laughed, and
then about a week later he came wandering out of
the woods, looking just as he does now. He
wouldn’t believe me when I told him that something inhuman lived in that woods!”
“Nonsense!” snapped Jim, although in his mind
he wasn’t sure that it was nonsense.
With one backward, shuddering look at the
shrunken body on the bed, Jim determinedly walked
from the room and went over to his car. He secured
his powerful little rifle and set out toward Forbidden Swamp.
A moment later he reached the outskirts of the
woods. Squaring his shoulders and thrusting his

chin out determinedly, he grasped his rifle tightly
and pushed forward through the woods.
The way became more difficult as Jim proceeded
deeper into the woods, which began to live up to
its name because his feet sank ankle deep into the
water-soaked ground at each step he took.
As he walked he thought of Martha and her

I'd be ashamed of myself for the rest of

my life if | backed out now.”
As Jim laboriously pushed his way forward it be-

came

aware

of

a

peculiar glowing,

bluish

color

which seemed to flicker on the ground, giving off a
phosphorescent gleam.
“What a peculiar color!” said Jim loudly, partly
to reassure himself and partly to rid himself of horrible thoughts. “Why,” he added thoughtfully,
“pitchblende, the ore that contains radium, has the

same flickering, bluish characteristics. Radium!”
he went on in dawning conviction. “That would
be the reason for the wasted body and the vacant
mind of the man back on the bed, because that is
sometimes the effect of radium on a human being.

Still, it isn’t possible! Radium couldn’t possibly be
here! However, it would explain why there ire
no birds or animals or insects here. But no! It

can't be radium! It must be some horrible malignant
evil that haunts this place!”
Cold sweat began to break out on Jim’s brow,

statement that “/’/l never see you again!”’ and he re-

and he glanced to the side and began to walka little faster.
A moment later he stopped in his tracks and
raised his hands to his eyes, which were smarting

membered the old storekeeper saying “something
inhuman lives there!” and then he remembered
Colonel Schroll’s report about seeing things moving
when he glanced from the “corner of the eyes,” and

seemed to become more intense as he went on. He
tried to turn and go back from where he had
started, but to his dismay he found that he had lost

sure enough as he glanced out of the corner of his

eyes, he seemed to see something moving in step
with him!
Jim’s heart gave a great bound, and then he

laughed!
“I’m just scaring myself! I'll send myself crazy

that way, too,” he added, grimly thinking of the
man lying back on the bed. “I can see why it
seems as though there is something moving when
one looks from the corner of the eyes.

It’s because

all of this brush and all of the trees seem to be
growing toward the south, and as one moves there
is an illusion of movement among them.
“It’s very peculiar that all the brush and trees
should grow so that they seem to be facing one
direction,” he added thoughtfully. “It must be that
they turn toward the sun, which seems to pass
above in a more or less southern direction rather
than directly overhead!”
But even though he talked aloud, Jim couldn’t
eradicate the fear from his mind, and he grew even
more reluctant to proceed farther.
“T’m not a coward!” he said grimly, setting his
teeth. “Ill go through this place or know the rea-

from the effects of the bluish, flickering light, which

his way—and he hadn’t brought his compass with

him!
As he realized that he was lost, a great unrea-

soning fear seized him, and he began to run frantically, forcing his way through the brush. He was
battered and torn unmercifully by bushes and
thorns, but only one thought dominated his almost
crazed mind—to get out! He didn’t want to die
the horrible death that the others had died!

At last his self-control slipped from him, and he
began to run, screaming in panic!

Madly tearing

his way through pitiless thorns and brush, Jim soon
was an exhausted, sobbing wreck of a man, ‘T‘ottering forward, barely able to stand, he was ready
to fall gibbering to the ground!
Suddenly, however, he staggered through a rim
of stunted trees into a clearing. In the center of

the clearing there stood a small cabin.

Sobbing

with heartfelt relief, Jim rushed to the cabin door

and pounded for admittance.
His knees slowly buckling under him, Jim began
to sink helplessly down as his exhausted body and
mind failed him. Just as he was about to fall to
the ground, the door gave way slowly before him,
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and he limply pitched forward to the floor of the
cabin!

Slowly, as he lay there on the floor, Jim became
aware of a warm fire blazing merrily in a fireplace,
and at the same time a low, monotonous voice
seemed to steal in on Jim’s consciousness.. As he

lay there he vaguely felt as though the voice had
been speaking for sometime. It was saying:
7.
. and to get out of the swamp, all that one

has to do is to keep the North Star directly in front,
and to go in the opposite way to that in which direction the trees and bushes are pointing, because
they are all pointing southwards in order to get
more of the rays of the sun!
“Well,” went on the low voice, and Jim slowly
turned his head and became aware of a very old
man sitting on a chair before the fire, hunched up
over a cane, “and I, too, had as harrying an experience as yours, an experience that even now I am
paying for.
Many, many years ago, I was the
treasurer of a band of twelve men who traveled the
countryside preaching, and attempting to dispel unhappiness. Now the Leader of the twelve was

hated by the chiefs of the tribes all around the
country, and once when they offered thirty pieces
of silver to me for the betrayal of our Leader, |

offered to lead Him into a trap.
’

“Later, when I realized what I had done,” went

on the voice of the old man, “I went out and hanged
myself. But I couldn’t die! I was forced to live
here, perhaps to atone for my horrible crime.

At

any rate, for nearly two thousand years I have
longed for release from this body, which by all

natural laws should be nothing but a skeleton now!”
The cracked old voice slowly died away, and Jim
remembered no more until he found himself lying
on the floor, apparently hours later, and stiff and
sore in every muscle.
As he straightened up to a sitting posture, Jim's

hand came into contact with several coins, and he
absent-mindedly stuffed them in his pocket, as was
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his habit to do when he found coins nearby when
he arose in the morning.
His eyes fell upon the fireplace, and his brows

pulled together in puzzlement as he noticed that the
ashes showed that there had been no fire in the fireplace for at least five years!
“Why,” thought Jim to himself, “I could have
sworn that there wasa fire in it only a short time
ago when the old man was talking!”
The old man! Suddenly remembering him, Jim
turned toward the chair in which the old man had
sat, and his mouth opened in stunned surprise!
There, sitting hunched up in the chair its bony hands
clasped over the head of a cane, sat a grinning

skeleton
!
Stopping only to seize the rifle that leaned
against the wall near the door, Jim was out of the
house in two bounds, and by following one direction,—the direction pointed out by the gnarled and
stunted brush and trees which all grew southward
—he was soon safely out of Forbidden Swamp.

It was only then that he discovered that the rifle
he carried was not his own, but a United States

Army Springfield, 1903, model.
cut “WaLTEeR P. ScHROLL.”

On the stock was

Jim looked at it thoughtfully, and then with the
light of day allowing him the power of reason, he
squinted his eyes at the name and muttered:
“Could that skeleton have been Colonel Schroll,

the missing army man? It probably was,—and the
story that the old man told about betraying his

leader was only a dream,” he added, shoving his
hand into his trouser pocket.
As he did so, his hand came into contact with the
coins that he had picked up from the cabin floor,
assuming them to be his own. He pulled them out
of his pocket and stared at them in some surprise.
They were very old and heavy.

Each had the in-

scription “Augustus” imprinted on it.
The coins slipped from Jim’s fingers to the
ground—“the thirty pieces of silver paid to Judas?”

Why Gangsters ?
® By M. J. Hillenbrand
Our Chicago staff member gives us
the psychology of the gangster situa-

tion in the U.S. A. Of course his laboratory field of study is the city of Chi-

pose of this article is to show that he certainly

cago. The study is interesting and illuminating.

sary.

Peres years ago, when a big-city gangster
was “taken for a ride’ and dumped_ bloody
and bullet-riddled into a slimy ditch, the dailies

would scream out the gruesome details in glaring
heads and front-page blurbs. To-day, when a gangster—just as slimy and just as bullet-riddled—is
heaved like a sack of rotten potatoes into a weedy
lot, a microscopic note at the bottom of page fifteen
mentions the slaughter—if it is printed at all.

should not be accepted, and probably is not necesThough everyone has heard of the gangs of wild
boys in Moscow, the history of the gang as we
know it today, and as it exists peculiar to the Uni-

ted States, begins with the coming of prohibition.
Of course Hell’s Kitchen, the Bowery, and similar

spots in Chicago had already bred infamy enough;
but only in 1919 did the perverted elements unite in
the bonds of a common industry
—bootlegging,
maintaining in addition all of the older activities of
robbing, stealing, and murdering on a vastly more
efficient and larger scale.

Famous gangs began to organize, recruiting

“Excellent!” exclaim our sociologists, penolo-

members from the élite of the underworld, as un-

gists, psychologists, and other ‘ologists,’ “an indication that people are no longer looking so much to

official districts for the various operations were laid

the satisfaction of their morbid instincts.

Bloody

gangsterdom has satiated the urban populace with

its activities; people are tired of sordid tales of
massacres and killings. After all, our newspapers
are but a reflection of the trend of general likes,
cravings, and interests.”

out. Dean O’Banion, the Capone of the early “twenties,” rose to the kingship of the gangs in Chicago,
until in 1925 he fell under a rain of bullets.
From the apportionment of definite territory to
each gang arose most of the major wars between

gangs.

Parallel to the world situation, with greed

for land and riches leading to encroachment and
subsequent explosion, developed the “muscling in”

This last sentence inadvertently let another truth
out of this mess of one-sided optimism. Approaching the situation from the other side, the pessimist
just as legitimately can claim that perhaps the
slacking of interest in gangsterdom activities is a
sign of the slacking of interest in the reason for gangsterdom activities; a sign of the acceptance of a

and outstanding leader began to expand in power

“necessary

and territory, sweeping aside or absorbing all oppo-

evil”; a sign that social

reform,

social

betterment, social uplift have all declared bankruptcy; a sign that people have become so morbid
that organized, vicious murder is too dull or commonplace to stir up interest; a sign that though it

is all too apparent that something is radically wrong
with our civic systems, people are too lethargic to
care anything about it.
“In medio stat virtus,” said the old Scholastics,

and like most of what they said, the maxim is eternally applicable. Citizens are surfeited and disgusted with blood, but they are also lax and indifferent as to why blood is shed. The gangster has

become an evil institution, ostracized by decent
people, but still an accepted necessity. The pur-

activities. Depending on who got the idea first, it
was not long before either a few of the “muscler
inners” or the “muscled” were on a slow journey
to the cemetery.
Inevitably, as with nations and kings, one gang

sition.

Soon, unless the chief could be eliminated

in the interim, this unit became too powerful for
business competitors, who were relegated to un-

profitable outskirts while the tyrant monopolized
the choice pickings.

In Chicago, subsequent to the

slaughter of O’Bannion by rivals who feared his
growing power, Al Capone began to marshal his

forces on the march to dominion. His organizing
genius proved irresistible and he swept on to conquest after conquest, culminating in the gangsterdom “Battle of Hastings” on St. Valentine’s Day,
in 1927, when practically the entire Moran gang
was corralled, lined again a garage wall, and blown

to pieces with machine guns.

That is how gangPage seventeen

sters fight—cruelly, cowardly, and certainly not ro-

which inevitably makes the government one big

mantically,
With Capone ruling the roost, Chicago affairs re-

gangster chief.

mained comparatively tranquil, only an_ occasional
recusant keeping the sharpshooting squad in shape.

say the sociologists exultingly. “They are losing
interest in gangsters and their activities.”

But murmurings rose in 1929 as internal dissension

“But the older element is becoming less morbid,”

Interest in gangster activities need be no sign of

So Capone

morbidity; it should definitely be a field of the so-

acquiesced to the hounding Federal Government,
which obligingly shipped him off to Kansas, safe

ciologist, for the factors that produce gangsters as

weakened morale and cohesive force.

moil, the rise of younger blood, and the non-appear-

individual wrong-doers pierce deeply into the texture of our social and political fabric. If a person
understands why a young man becomes a gunman,
excluding of course the factor of volition, he under-

ance of a powerful new figure have resulted in the
gradual re-zoning of Chicago into territories of the

stands why general contemporary morals are reverting to the pig-sty standard, why most young

various

idealists are pathetically turning to communism,
why certain European thinkers as different in outlook as Spengler and Petrie have entirely rejected
representative government for dictatorship or monarchy, and why such staunch Catholic thinkers as
Belloc and Chesterton, admitting democracy as the

and remote.

Since the fading out of the dictator, general tur-

constituent

gangs.

Prohibition

repeal,

which was supposed to deal a death-blow at gangsterdom, proved only a love tap. Trade in bootleg
liquor has been scarcely affected, but the new
amendment gave a new excuse—with which to mol-

ify already overstrained consciences—for entrance
into a new field of business—racketeering.
This last had always seemed like a source of mere
pocket money; but now, especially with the threat
of stronger Federal supervision of the liquor traffic, it has grown into the chief hope for the future,

highest ideal, hold it too idealistic for this world,

and much worse in its present form than either
monarchy or dictatorship.
This linking of gangster and government may ap-

The history of gangsterdom is a sordid tale, saturated with blood and treachery, greed and cruelty,

pear like a bad case of far-flung connection, but unless the significance of the connection be realized
soon, there may be no government to connect with.
I do not mean that the continued existence of gangsters will cause the discontinuation of our government’s existence, but as an epitome of certain conditions existing under our government, may well

and as it has unfolded in Chicago so parellel de-

augur its discontinuation.

velopments have occurred in New York, Detroit,
and other large centers. Formerly brigands were

Centralized at Washington, already venerable
with tradition, the United States looms stable and

forced to flee to the mountains. Now, more savage
brigands than ever roamed the Sicilian hills live and

secure, impregnable to decay.

excluding of course, the abominable drug peddling,
which with its huge profits is alluring even to the
better type of gangster, if such an entity is possible. So the situation stands in Chicago to-day.

But government is

after all only a human institution. While the alarm-

mingle with the citizen, who may at anytime be the

ist generally talks through his hat, it is not being

victim of cruel, relentless racketeering.

an alarmist to recognize that there are disintegrating influences at work—and they may affect irrecoverable damage.

Perhaps the most sordid part of the story, how-

ever, is the manifest protection and even encouragement given by public officials to these criminals.
Whatever else the gangster may be, he is no hypocrite. If he is not ashamed of his business, at least
he admits he is bad. But when in addition to the
vast personal graft racket on municipal funds, supposed keepers of the people’s trust—and in public
“honorable” men—will take bribes, cover up crimes,

corrupt courts and judges, and allow murder and
crimes of all sorts to go unpunished, it is no longer
time to write satires on politicians but to act!
It is no wonder that so many young people, see-

ing the analogous set-up of many of our city governments to our national government, legitimately
or not, are deducing their similarity in operation,

and are turning in disgust to Marxian communism,
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To return more particularly to the gangster.
It may appear that corrupt municipal government

is the only reason for his continued existence.
Granted it is an important reason, it is not the cause

of his original being. It is possible to probe far
deeper than to the existence of an institution. Social conditions, philosophies, values, education—all
are significant. The gangster is in training from
the moment he begins stealing radiator caps for

some modern, Fagin. His development, through all
the successive stages to the finished product, is interesting and an education in sociology itself. I
shall try to trace this process in a second article,
and perhaps in a third offer a few suggestions on
what to do about it.

How Do You Like Your Music?
® By Mary Garster
The writer gives her appreciation of
classical and modern music. She loves
both. Although favored with musical
heredity, she has the temerity to criticize and say harsh words against some

of our so-called classical productions.

QO)cx elegantly Europeanized American music
artists disgustingly persist in reclining in

their well-lighted luxurious drawing rooms amid
various proofs of trained taste, and with a sad
agreeable smile announce, “I‘heah is no art in
America—I feel like an exile.”
It is truly amusing. There are so many of these
exiles dotting all our great cities, each believing
himself or herself to be a solitary lamp in the awful
darkness. And it is a curious fact that they all bitterly despise one another, each believing that they
alone know true art.

‘hey scorn the poor devil

who stares in blank dismay when they mention the
names of Vognah and Tschaikowsky and Kosmirsky,
and who when he does venture to converse with the
musically cultivated, speaks of Motzart as Mozart,
and calls Paderefski, Paderewski.

In his crass ignor-

ance he imagines that the world’s great musicians
pronunce their names as they are spelled.
The high-ups say there is something wrong with
this generation because they indulge in the popular
music of the present day and do not enjoy all of the
music of the earlier centuries. Of course not! This
is 1935, and we enjoy 1935 music. There is no doubt
but what it differs from the tunes which Nero fiddled on the roof while he watched Rome burn. (Is it

not too bad that There'll be a hot time in the old town
to-night was not out then? But times have changed!
Is there something wrong with this generation,
or is there something wrong with some of the great
music that they try to press upon us? In order that
1 may make clear the point which I am trying to
demonstrate, let us discuss music as an art and

analyze some of the treasured works to see if we
cannot discover a reason for the lack of apprecia-

tion of good music on the part of the average class,
and to ascertain whether or not they are justified in
their tendency to uphold popular music.
Of all the fine arts, there is nothing that so ennobles thoughts and elevates the ideals of life as good

music. Of all the arts, music is the most potent.

It

can appeal to more people and move their emotions
more strongly than any known means of human ex-

pression. It is able to bring about subtle shades of
feeling which the most carefully selected words are
powerless to convey. And good music can lead
the hearts and minds of men to regions far removed
from everyday life.
The love of music has been implanted in the hu-

man heart in every land and in every age.

It is the

most universally bestowed of all the attributes of
man.
Music varies in kind from a few South Sea Islanders pounding on hollow logs, up to the great Messiah
of Handel sung by many voices. ‘The average man
in his present state cannot appreciate or enjoy the

music, while the other represents a musical culture

so ripe that it has rotted.

Is not true music to be found between these two
extremes? Is not this extreme musical culture a
fad that is taking us away from real music, from
that real music that stirs our finer and nobler feelings, awakens our sympathy and love, makes life
more beautiful, cheers us in our despondency and
comforts us in our sorrow? However, much of the
so-called high-class music fails in every one of

these particulars, and is nothing more nor less than
musical athletics or gymnastics, very difficult to
perform, but in no degree pleasurable.
I once knew a doctor, when at a concert, after a
particularly fine piece of musical gymnastics had

been performed (in which a long-haired artist with

a Buster Brown tie had shown the piano who was

boss), was asked by a lady if he knew that the piece
just played was an extremely difficult one.
Said he, “Madam, did you say difficult?

I wish

it were impossible.”
Of course, the doctor did not know how to listen,
so we tried to teach him to listen by showing him
how to catch the theme. He ended by preferring
to catch greased pigs! It was discouraging to try
to teach the doctor to catch the theme.

The performer first played over, with one hand, a
strain of simple and pleasing music. We instructed
our pupil that that which he had just heard was the
theme. He was delighted and amazed. Here, at
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last was a pianist who was actually going to play

hearers to their inmost souls, and for a time, at

some real music.
viciously.

least, carried them out of the petty toils and strug-

And then he turned on us

“Vou have deceived me,” he cried.
Alas! The little introduction was only what a

pugilist calls a feint. The artist then went at it
with both hands. He played the theme with one
hand and tried to drown out the sound of it with
the other hand. After repeating this several times,
he then worked his hands twice as fast, hitting keys
all over the board, going faster and faster, until
only the ear of the skilled musician could have kept
track of the little joker or theme.
A prominent authority says:

“Music is a sug-

gles of this life, and lifted them into the rare atmosphere of nobler ambitions and purer ideals.
Every music lover, then, will admit the superior

power of song to move the human heart. You may
ask what are the essentials of a good song? First,
it must be one expressing a thought or feeling of
every day life; second, it must then be set to music
in harmony with the sentiment it expresses; third,

it must be sung so that both the sentiment and
harmony can be distinguished—and it must express
its sentiment in an intelligent manner. This is what
makes such songs as Home, Sweet Home, The Old

gestion of a combination of sounds arranged with

Oaken Bucket, etc., appeal to the public.

such connection and mutual relation as to express
to the ear some distinct form or train of thought
and awaken certain corresponding emotions.

many a number with a grand sentiment has been
killed by being set to ridiculous music. Oftentimes

Sounds, when thus regulated, affect the mind
through the ear as painting and sculpture under
similar conditions affect it through the eye.” This
is what our modern highbrow musicians say they
are accomplishing. When they are not working the
theme game, they are engaged in performing what
they are pleased to call interpretive or descriptive
music.
These people have attained such a height of musical culture that they are enabled to express in music

all the operations of nature in a storm—even to the
silent falling of the snow. They also produce in a
remarkable manner all the horrible realities of a
battle—the rattle of musketry, the booming of artillery, the tramping of cavalry, the braying of the
mules, the shouts of the victors, in fact, everything
except the groans of the wounded. (These are pro-

duced by the non-musical part of the audience.)
They are likewise able to portray all the emotions,
passions and sentiments of the human heart so as
to do away with the necessity of human speech. Do
not mistake me, Dear Reader!

Of course, these

things are not understood by the common herd.
They are understood only by the cultivated. The
musical barbarian can understand only after taking
nearly six inches of straight whisky. Just think!
To go to Europe, enter a French restaurant, and
play off a bill of fare from consome to café noir, and
see the respect it will command from the waiters!
While our ultra musical friends may rave over
the technique of Paderewski or the masterly skill

of Kreisler, it is after all the persuasive power of
the human voice which appeals to the soul more
than the mere mechanical execution of the finest
virtuosi. No one who has been fortunate enough
to have heard Amelita Galli-Curci sing Parla! Valse,
or Thy Gypsy and the Bird, can forget the pure birdlike tones, the magic of that voice which stirred its
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However,

a whole chorus is made up from one short sentence
which is repeated over and over—sometimes the
whole sentence, sometimes only a part of it, some-

times only a word of it is called out, and many
times the words are expressed in such a form as to
be actually ridiculous.
Take, for example, one of the choruses of Han-

del’s Messiah. The lines run like this: “We all like
sheep have gone astray, we have turned every one
to his own way, and the Lord has laid on Him the

iniquity of us all.”
Instead of singing the sentiment right through
each time and thus preserving the sense, we have
the whole outfit calling out at the tops of their
voices, several times in succession, “We all like

sheep.” After they have repeated this important
fact in gastronomy several times in unison, the sopranos think it incumbent on themselves to make
the same statement several times on their own responsibility. The altos, under the idea that the
jury is being polled, state that it is their solemn
verdict that they also like sheep. The tenors then
most positively assert many times over that if there
is anything on earth that they do like, it is sheep.

Finally, the bassos growl out that they would like
a little mutton in theirs, too. Then they all set up
a howl together for sheep, so that the whole chorus,

instead of giving utterance to a beautiful religious
sentiment, are merely expressing their preference
for a certain kind of meat. This repeated reiteration of one sentence, our musical friends call iterpreting the old masters.
Or could any sentiment be more beautiful than
the full text of the song: “Consider the lilies of the
field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they
spin, and yet I say unto you that even Solomon in
all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.”
But how was it rendered?

It started off all right,

and ran along peacefully and harmoniously until
they came to the place where they said, “Solomon
in all his glory was not arrayed.” Here they ran on
a snag and had to go back, take a fresh start and go
all over it again; and when they got that far, they
stalled again. And from then on the piece is rendered about like this: “And yet I say unto you that
even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed, was
not arrayed, was not arrayed—and yet I say unto
you that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed,
was not arrayed, was not arrayed, was not arrayed,”

and so they keep this up until the whole congregation is in sheer desperation lest poor Solomon will
never get his clothes on! And instead of this being
a hymn that leads us in our devotion, it only excites our risibilities and becomes almost sacrilegious.

Another thing, I should like to know is whether
it is a sin against the canons of good music for the
singer to sing so you can understand the words of

the song. What, with all the tricks of tremelos and
trills, cadenzas and grimaces, and rolling of eyes
and heaving of chests, it is just simply impossible
to understand a word, and for the life of you, you
cannot tell whether they are singing in English,
Italian, or just ordinary Hottentot.
John, in his apocalyptic vision speaks of the choir
of one hundred and forty and four thousand, and
tells the very words he heard them sing. What joy!
It certainly must have been a heavenly choir, for I
defy him or any other man to go into one of our

modern churches and distinguish the words of any
of the hymns sung by our modern choir. They seem
to have lost all power of enunciation.

And they believe it is a necessary point that they

sing like this or they will lose caste in musical circles.
Ah me!

Perhaps as all this very high-class music

becomes more and more general, our simple songs
and melodies will disappear and the children of the
future will not be soothed to sleep by the mother
softly singing a sweet lullaby. They will be stunned
into unconsciousness by the mother executing a
cavatini from Yannhauser or the Gotterdammerung.

Now, good words are made more precious by appropriate musical rendering. ‘There need be no
quarrel between the two, because music is not de-

graded by having to minister to the expression of
thought any more than sculpture is degraded by

ministering to the beauty of architecture. But songsinging finds it hard to stand its ground against a
musical culture which insists upon the so-called
highest artistic excellence, or nothing at all. Wagnerian fervor looks down upon all else as poor and

trivial. The wealthy leisure that delights only in
that which costs vast sums of money will scorn or
be indifferent to that which comes not up to their
exclusive tastes—or their exclusive purses.

I am for sane music, be it very simple or very complex—for sweet appealing music of human uplift. I
enjoy some of the classics and am enraptured by
many of the celestial flights of genius, but I do delight in running my gallant lance through those
grimacing, cramped, long-drawn gargoyle contor-

tions of many of the so-called works of art that the
musically cultivated insist upon forcing upon me.
In music, as in other things, there is such a thing

I heard a sermon on Christian Unity once, after

as false dignity and foolish intolerance. “Live and
let live” is a good motto. Tastes differ. I am most

which the preacher gave out the appropriate hymn,

thankful for our popular heart songs, songs which

Blest Be the Tie That Binds Our Hearts in Christian
Love. Imagine the spiritual uplift one gets when
the choir arises and gives this soul-stirring version
of the hymn:

move the home circles from tears to smiles and
from smiles to laughter, songs which thrill with
simple pathos or pretty sentiment the hearts of

“Blaw baw aw taw taw baw
Aw haw aw ca ta la.”

those who are

“Not too bright nor good
For human nature’s daily food!”
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Historical Lies
CCseram John Smith was not saved from
death by Pocahontas, the little Indian princess, who is reputed to have thrown herself upon
him, and then defied her chieftain father to strike.

Indeed, Captain John Smith seems to have availed
himself of the old soldier’s prerogative of exaggeration, for he tells a similar story of being saved by
a princess in Turkey.
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The famous feat of standing an egg on end was
not performed by Columbus, but it was employed
by Brunelleschi, the architect, to silence critics who

asked him how he was going to support the dome
of the Cathedral of Florence.
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The story of Alfred the Great leaving the cakes
burn, and then being soundly berated by the good
housewife is only a romantic tale, and has no historical foundation.
ee
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Horatius never defended the bridge. The thrilling story of the brave defender has absolutely no
historical facts behind it!
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Cleopatra did not dissolve a pearl in wine; chemists have proved it impossible.
oy
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The Pass of Thermopylae was defended by at
least seven thousand Greeks. Some writers claim
as many as twelve thousand. At any rate it was
defended by many times more than the famous
three hundred.
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The Maelstrom is not a whirlpool which sucks
ships down to the bottom of the ocean. It is an
eddy, and can be passed in safety by any vessel
in fair weather.
ee
ee ee
The famous Damascus blades that were fabled
to cut iron bars in two were not superior to the

Toledo blades of the present day.
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Alexander the Great did not weep for more
worlds to conquer, indeed—according to several
history professors—there is reason to believe that
his army met such a serious setback that he was
forced to retrace his steps.
Be
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Diogenes never lived in a tub. The story is pure
fiction.
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There is evidence that Washington did once or
twice tell a lie—white ones perhaps, but nevertheless he told ’em.
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Columbus, when wrecked on the island of Ja-

maica in 1504 on his fourth trip to the new world,
did not subdue the superstitious natives by predicting an eclipse of the moon as showing the displeasure of the Great Spirit. As a matter of fact,
there was no lunar eclipse anywhere near the time

specified.
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Hannibal did not send three bushels of gold rings
taken from the fingers of Roman knights killed on

the field

of Cannae back to Carthage as evidence

of his victory. This story no doubt grew out of the
fact that, when the messenger who carried the news
to the Carthaginian Senate finished his report, he
“opened his robe and threw out a number of gold
rings gathered on the field.”
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The Hanging Gardens were not gardens, and
they did not hang! They were terraces supported
by arches and overgrown with trees.
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“Son of St. Louis, ascend to heaven!” These
famous words were not made by Abbé Edgeworth to
Louis XVI on the scaffold, although many encyclopaedias say that he did say them. Abbé Edgeworth
acknowledged to Lord Holland that the speech was
made for him on the evening of the execution by
the editor of a newspaper.
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=IPE TOBACCO
AT ITS MILDEST!
=ROCESSED TO REMOVE
ALL TONGUE BITE
=EOPLE SMOKE MORE P.
@ HAN ANY OTHER BRAND”

=LWAYS 2 OUNCES.
IN EVERY TIN!
MELLOWER IN FLAVOR
!
SOURCE OF JOY
TO MEN IN EVERY
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College Clippings
I did not know before that—
Only 25 immigrants now arrive at Ellis Island
daily as compared with over 5,000 daily 25 years
ago.
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Herodotus, the Greek historian, stated that the

work of 100,000 men was required for three months
of each year for 20 years to build the Great Pyra-

mid. This represents 180,000,000 man-days of work.
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The time to complete the Rockefeller Center of
New York City (known as Radio City) was estimated at 10,000,000 man-days.
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A headline in one of the college papers read:
“Kingdom of God Opens on Thursday.” (A good
way to increase chapel attendance.)
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On the bulletin board of the chapel at Northwestern University is printed: “Do yon know what Hell
is?” Directly below this is another sign, “Come and
hear our organist.”
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At the University of Minnesota only 20 per cent
of a large class admitted they had never heard of
Pontius Pilate.
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It costs Uncle Sam $19,000 to educate a cadet at

West Point.
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because the heating pipes at Newcomb College
begin their “song” at 6 a. m., the students have discarded their alarm clocks.
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A student at St. John’s College, while copying
another student’s exam paper, absent-mindedly also
copied the other's name.
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An extraordinary dumb football player in a small
college passed a special examination in chemistry.
When asked about it, the chemistry professor said:
“TI decided I would let him pass if he answered 50
per cent of the questions correctly. I asked him

two questions. One he answered wrong, and one
he answered right. The first question was: “What
color is blue vitriol?” He answered “Pink.” That
time he was wrong! The other question was:
“How do you make sulphuric acid.” He answered
“| don’t know.” That time he was right!
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Carbon monoxide gas from auto exhausts kills

three Americans every day.
ee
The average mental age of the population of the
United States is 14.24, while the average mental age
of adults is only 17.7.
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Nickel will take the place of parchment for the
1935 Missouri Schools of Mines and Metallurgy
diplomas. The new “sheep-skins” will have the

wording etched on their surfaces.
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Senator Sheppard of Texas, in 1930, said: “There
is as much chance of repealing the 18th Amendment as there is for a humming bird to fly to the
planet Mars with the Washington Monument tied
to its tail.
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Whistler, who was dismissed from West Point
for contradicting an instructor in chemistry, said:

“If silicon had been a gas, | would have been a

major general.”
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The Vicomte de Maudit, who enjoyed southern
hospitality, said: “Before the Volstead act brought
prohibition to America, 1 was initiated to an original meal—the Kentucky breakfast—consisting of a
bottle of rye whisky, a pound of steak, and a dog.

The dog was there for the purpose of eating the
steak.”
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Parents spend half their time worrying how a
child will turn out and the rest of the time wondering when a child will turn in.
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Rev. F. G. Breed of Accrington, England, who
believes in taking his own medicine, says: “I have
an easy way of putting myself to sleep. I say over

to myself in bed the sermon that I propose to
preach next Sunday and I am asleep in no time.”
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Samuel Insull, in
rebuffing photographers,
growled: “My mug is my own property.” (Annual
editors! remember that!)
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Cato at eighty began the study of Greek.
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The Dayton
Stencil Works Co.
Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
113 E. SECOND ST,
Phone ADams 1432

Dayton, O.

John T.Barlow Co
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WHOLESALE

This thing of being in a funk,
And feeling low, is all the bunk:

The telephone will set you right
°T will rouse your wits and keep you bright,
And bring you salty bits of news
To feed your mind—enlarge your views.

DRY GOODS
@ NOTIONS

At night when rates go sliding down,

Just phone your friends in other towns.
The cost is low—your spirits high;
You never, never need say die.

Third and Sears Streets
DAYTON, OHIO
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S THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.
205-207-209 S. JEFFERSON ST.

Sciesicifee methods and mild
ripe tobaccos make Chesterfield
a milder better-tasting cigarette
Liccett & Myers Tosacco Co.

Urs9 nor
—on the one hand
Chesterfields are milder
—on the other hand

Chesterfields taste better
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